Experience edge performance with PowerEdge Rugged XR2. Certified to perform where other servers can't.

Refreshed with the latest processing and memory technology, the PowerEdge XR2 provides insights from the edge faster than ever. Put your company logo on this upgraded, OEM-Ready solution outside your data center, and showcase your brand while building better customer experiences. Designed and built using 30 years of PowerEdge expertise, you can depend on this certified and compact rackable server to provide compute in the most extreme environments. Available with world class support and supply chain excellence.

Visit DellTechnologies.com/OEM/XR2 to learn more.

Temperature resilient.
- Certified cold start down to -15°C
- Certified to take heat up to 45°C, with excursions up to 55°C for eight hours

Customize your performance.
- Up to 48 Intel®-based processing cores and 2TB of memory
- GPU ready to provide optimum workload balancing

Fast, secure storage.
- Up to eight high-capacity SSD drives
- Mix in up to four lighter, smaller, faster NVMe drives

Shorter depth.
- 20” Rack Depth

Shock and vibration tested.
- Certified to 40G of operational shock with SSDs
- Certified above operational vibration thresholds

Aim higher.
- Certified for operation at up to 15,000ft of elevation

Certified by rugged industry standards to perform where standard servers can't.

- Military
- Telecom
- Oil & Gas
- Industrial automation
- Maritime

Support that's with you, wherever you go:

- 40K+ team members
- 100+ countries
- 60+ support centers
- 7+ global command centers